DO SO, DO IT, DO THAT
We sometimes add SO, IT or THAT after the substitute do. DO SO , DO IT and DO THAT are sometimes
used differently, but they are often interchangeable:


He said he was going to move to New Zealand and, to everyone’s surprise, he did so/did it/did that.

DO SO

(generally more formal than DO IT and DO THAT)

1) It is used to refers to actions where the subject and verb are the same.
 I wanted them to leave, and politely asked them to do so, but they wouldn’t go, so I called the police.
Do so is more formal than do on its own:
A: Do you mind if I open the present now? /
B: Yes, please do so. (Do so substitutes for open the present now)
2) It is also used to make a general reference to a series of actions or events:
 The birds make their nests on the north side of the island in little holes in the rocks. The reason why
they do so is because the south side of the island is exposed to extreme winds.

DO IT
It is used to refer to an action or an event involving a verb and an object, especially when the subject is
different from the one already mentioned:
A:He accidentally deleted some emails on his computer.
B:I do it all the time. (I delete files all the time.)

DO THAT

(more emphatic)

1) Do that is more emphatic and we use it for deliberate actions:
A:Would you ever give a complete stranger your phone number?
B:No. I would never do that. (I would never give a complete stranger my phone number.)
2) We often use do that in situations where we are contrasting things:
A:Would you like to have a few nights in a motel?
B:No, we’d prefer not to do that. We’d rather have a nice hotel.
A:I’ve decided to wait a year before starting college. I want to travel a bit and see the world.
B:I really think you should do that rather than starting college. You’re still so young. College will still be an
option this time next year.

MODAL OR AUXILIARY VERB BEFORE DO
We can use a modal or an auxiliary verb + do to substitute for a main verb and what comes after it:
A:I feel terrible. B:You should go to the doctor. A:I should do, I know, but I have so much work to finish.
A:Has Martin met Paul before? B:He could have done at the sales meeting last year, but I’m not sure.
A: You saw his face?

B: Well, I must have done but I can’t tell you what he looked like.

IN A NUTSHELL
DO SO: FOCUSESS ON THE ACTION / PROCESS (subject and verb are the same)
DO THAT: DELIBERATE ACTIONS and CONTRASTING THINGS
DO IT: FOCUSES ON ACTION/EVENT INVOLVING (usually the subject is different)
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